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   D Critical Distance - also known as       44
the Distance Required to Stop
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Clearance Interval Formulas in 
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   G Manual on Uniform Traffic Control       51
Devices for Streets and Highways,
2009 Edition, including Revision 1
dated May 2012 and Revision 2 dated
May 2012, excerpts

   H Guidelines for the Preparation of       54
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Design-Build Projects, May 2009
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P R O C E E D I N G S 2:22 p.m.1

(This deposition was taken pursuant to the North2

Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure.)3

(Whereupon,4

LISA MOON, P.E.5

was called as a witness, duly sworn, and testified as6

follows:)7

D I R E C T   E X A M I N A T I O N 2:22 p.m.8

By Mr. Stam:9

Q I'm Paul Stam.  I represent Mr. Ceccarelli and Ms.10

Millette.11

A Okay.12

Q State your name and address.13

A My name is Lisa Moon.  I live at 923 Madison Avenue,14

Cary, North Carolina.15

Q Among other things, do you design traffic signals for16

a living?17

A Yes, I do.18

Q Have you done it for a long time?19

A 20 years.20

Q Suppose there was an intersection and you concluded21

that based on all factors involved, there should be a five22

second interval from one direction before you let the other23

direction go.24

A Uh-huh.25
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Q Hypothetically.1

A Okay.2

Q Would it be okay just to have no yellow light and let3

it go straight from green to red and then wait five seconds4

before you turned on the green at the perpendicular5

direction?6

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the7

question.  You can answer it if you understand it.  It's a8

hypothetical question.9

A If I understand your question correctly, you're saying10

basically get rid of the yellow altogether?11

Q Yeah, yeah.12

A No.  I would not get rid of the yellow altogether in13

any situation.14

Q Okay.  Why not?  What---15

A (interposing)  Because it's a warning that the16

opposing traffic is going to be getting the right of way.17

Q Okay.  But if the red--if the opposing traffic, the18

lane coming in from a perpendicular direction---19

A (interposing)  A main street, side street.20

Q Do you call that opposing---21

A (interposing)  I was---22

Q ---the side street?23

A ---trying to---24

Q (interposing)  Whatever you call it.25
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Ms. Martineau: Just for the benefit of the court1

reporter, if you two could try not to talk over each other,2

that would be helpful.3

The Witness: Okay.4

Q If you could keep both lights red for five seconds,5

which you've already determined would be sufficient time to6

clear the intersection, what would be the problem with doing7

away with the yellow light and just maintaining it all red8

for five seconds before letting the opposing traffic through?9

Ms. Martineau: You can answer if you understand the10

question.11

A I'm not sure I completely understand the question,12

partially because I have never debated in my head about13

eliminating the yellow because you don't, so---14

Q (interposing)  Why not?15

A Because the yellow is the warning that it's going to16

be red and that the side street is going to be--or the17

perpendicular---18

Q (interposing)  Why does the driver need that warning?19

A Because you can't stop on a dime.20

Q Well, if you are going to control the opposing traffic21

for a sufficient length of time, why do you need to warn the22

driver to stop?23

Ms. Martineau: Are you asking about her opinion or24

whether there are requirements for yellow times?  I mean25
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those are two separate questions.1

Mr. Stam: I'm asking her her opinion.2

Ms. Martineau: Okay.  3

A All right.  My opinion--I can answer this the only way4

I know how to answer this, and I don't know if this directly5

answers your question.6

Q Okay.7

A But in traffic engineering we've always had a yellow8

and red.  The yellow is a clearance interval, or a change9

interval, and the red is the clearance, or the--yeah, the10

clearance interval.  The yellow is the amount of time that we11

use to warn people of conflicting movements.  The red is the12

amount of time that you use to actually clear the vehicles13

through the intersection.14

Q Would it be the yellow plus the red is the actual15

clearance time?16

A The yellow plus the red is the total clearance change17

interval time.  If they have two separate grids, it gets a18

little--but they are two different functions.19

Q Sure.20

A The red is to clear the traffic after they're in the21

intersection.  The yellow is to help the driver know that22

something's coming so that they can make a decision whether23

they need to stop or go.24

Q So suppose at this intersection you would propose a25
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four second yellow light signal and then a one second all-red1

clearance interval, a total of five seconds.2

A Uh-huh.3

Q Would there be any problem with just having it all red4

both ways for five seconds from a traffic point of view?5

A You're taking away the yellow, which is the intent to6

warn the other people, so it feels wrong.7

Q It feels wrong.  I---8

A (interposing)  It feels wrong.9

Q ---grant you that.  But if you have some other way to10

control the opposing traffic--let's suppose this.  Suppose11

that there was an actual gate for the opposing traffic.  They12

could not go through even if they wanted to, but after that13

five seconds they could.  Would there be any problem then in14

not even having a yellow light for the direction you're15

designing for?16

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the17

question.  Answer if you can.18

A I don't feel like I'm understanding the intent of the19

question to give you an answer.20

Q Okay.  All right.  What is--so you say the yellow21

light is to warn the driver?22

A Uh-huh.23

Q What is it warning the driver of?24

A Conflicting traffic movements, that their light is25
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going--they're going to lose their right of way to the1

perpendicular traffic.2

Q At some point in the future?3

A In the near future.4

Q In the near future.  And that near future ranges from5

what time to what time?6

A It depends on the situation.  It depends on the7

intersection, the speed, grade.8

Q Does it range between three and six seconds?9

A Yellow time typically ranges between three and six10

seconds, a minimum of three.11

Q Okay.12

A And then the red on top of that is a clearance space13

on top of the yellow to actually clear the intersection.14

Q Right.  So you're warning them that there will be15

another phase.  In your opinion, in the typical traffic16

signal that you design--have you ever designed any in Cary?17

A Yes.18

Q Okay.  So let's just take the ones you've designed for19

Cary.20

A Uh-huh.21

Q Does the yellow light last 50 percent of the time it22

takes a driver to stop, 100 percent, or 150 percent of the23

time it takes a driver to stop?24

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the25
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question.  Answer if you can.1

Q Or some other figure?2

A We don't calculate the yellow time based on how long3

it takes to stop.4

Q Why not?5

A Because when you make the decision to stop or go, you6

either need the time that it takes to go and pass the stop7

bar, or if you're going to stop, it does not matter when you8

stop in relation to the stop bar because you're stopping9

before you enter the intersection and you're avoiding the10

conflicting traffic.11

Q When does a driver--I'll withdraw that question.  If a12

driver no longer has the distance to stop, how fast must the13

driver proceed toward the intersection, toward the light, so14

the light is still yellow when the driver enters the inter-15

section?16

A Can you repeat the question because I don't want to17

answer---18

Q (interposing)  Right.19

A ---incorrectly.20

Q If a driver approaching an intersection no longer has21

the distance to stop, how fast must that driver proceed22

toward the intersection for the light to still be yellow when23

the driver enters the intersection?24

A I can't give you a--because there are too many25
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variables in that question to answer it, because once they1

decide that they need to stop or if they don't have enough2

room to stop, that's a varying distance depending on their3

rate of decel and all of that other stuff.  They could be4

right on top of it.  They could be--so I don't think there's5

one answer to that question.6

Q But by definition in that case, if the driver no7

longer has the distance to stop, that driver cannot slow8

down; is that correct?9

A No.  I think what I'm hearing you ask me is you're10

talking about the point of decision, where they decide that11

they do not have enough room to stop, and our formula is12

based on a comfortable stopping distance.  So when you say13

cannot stop, there's a wide range in there between cannot14

stop and what we calculate.  And I'm still---15

Q (interposing)  Let me clarify:  cannot stop within a16

reasonable deceleration rate, which you-all assume to be 11.217

feet per second.18

A We assume a comfortable deceleration rate, not a19

reasonable deceleration rate.20

Q What do you mean by comfortable deceleration rate?21

A Comfortable as an average driver comfortably stops,22

and there is a range between a comfortable stop and a23

slamming on the brake stop.  There are all the variations in24

the middle, plus like there's variations on acceleration and25
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there's variations on deceleration.1

Q Does a typical driver have a right to assume that2

other drivers will be decelerating at a reasonable rate?3

A Reasonable--I just don't want to--I don't want to say4

that comfortable and reasonable necessarily are always equal.5

Q I agree.  But does a driver have a right to assume6

that the drivers fore and aft, before him or her, after him7

or her, would be decelerating at a reasonable rate?8

A Most people are going to assume that other people are9

going to drive similar to them and stop at a reasonable rate,10

yes.11

Q All right.  Let's talk about left-turning drivers---12

A Okay.  13

Q ---as opposed to drivers who are going to take a right14

turn.  Do left-turning drivers who have to--they would have15

to go a little farther than the right-turning drivers?16

A Uh-huh.17

Q Would they have to be going faster or slower than18

right-turning drivers?19

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the20

question.21

Q In order to---22

Mr. Stam: I'll continue.23

Q In order to make the turn safely within the law?24

Ms. Martineau: Well, object to the question.25
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A In what parameters?1

Q Okay, in general.  There are a lot of different2

parameters.3

A Lots of different parameters.4

Q But the only difference in my scenario is whether the5

driver is turning left or right.6

A Okay.7

Q So would a driver turning left as opposed to a driver8

turning right have to have more time--more distance to stop9

or less distance to stop?10

Ms. Martineau: Are you asking her the distance11

through the intersection, because---12

A (interposing)  Basically a right turn, in making the13

actual movement, typically makes that turning movement slower14

than a left turn.  But on the approach, I can't tell you15

exactly how they're going to decel.  That's a driver16

characteristic.  17

But yes, they're both going to have to slow down to18

make those right and left turns.  I have not studied it to19

know how fast, you know, one is going particularly on the20

approach as compared to the other.21

Q And I don't have a videographer, but I do have a22

magnetic board.  If that would help you explain anything,23

feel free to go to the board if you want to.24

A Okay.  25
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Q Let me ask you this.  Two cars approaching an1

intersection, the same intersection, the same speed limit,2

I'm assuming--I'm going to assume 45 miles an hour because3

that's the speed limit in the cases in controversy in this4

case.5

A Okay.6

Q Does the straight--the car that is going straight7

through the intersection compared to the vehicle that is8

going to turn left, which one of them needs more time to make9

the turn reasonably and lawfully through the intersection,10

the one going straight or the one turning left?11

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the12

question.  Answer if you can.13

A Once again, it depends on where you're at.  If you're14

talking about a point in time, if you're starting from the15

same point, somebody going through at a faster speed is going16

get through an intersection faster than somebody who is17

making a left to go this way (indicating) because they are18

slowing down to make this turn at a slower movement.  So if19

you are starting at the same point, a left turn would20

generally need more overall time.21

Q Time, more time, the left-turning, okay.  In general,22

for the intersections that you've designed--for which you've23

designed traffic signals in Cary--I'm trying to get my24

prepositions in correct English--is more time allowed for the25
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vehicles going straight through the intersection or the1

vehicles turning left at an intersection, in general?2

A Once again, as a traffic engineer, I want to know what3

time you're talking about.  Are you talking about the minimum4

green, the maximum green, the yellow, the red?  When you say5

time, time is generic and can include all of those, and so---6

Q (interposing)  Good point.  Here's my--let me clarify. 7

I'm talking about the time of the yellow change interval.8

A The time of the yellow change interval is based on the9

speed and the grade.  And because you are going slower going10

through a left turn than you are going through a through, you11

generally need less time to be able to stop, if you choose to12

stop.13

Q Now, my recollection is that about two minutes ago you14

said that the left-turning vehicle would need more time.15

A But that time, once again, is green, yellow, red. 16

That was not talking about specific yellow time.  That was17

talking about how much time in space would it take for a car18

going from point A to point B.  That was not in regards to19

green, yellow, or red.20

Q Okay.  So if two cars traveling north on Kildaire Farm21

Road---22

A (interposing)  North is which--okay, north on Kildaire23

Farm Road, got it.24

Q I'm not testifying.  I'm just clarifying my question. 25
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We don't have a videographer, so the jury won't even know1

what we are doing here.  Two vehicles going 45 miles an hour,2

okay?3

A Uh-huh.4

Q The one in red is planning to turn left.5

A Correct.6

Q The one in white is planning to go straight through.7

A Correct.8

Q All right.  The yellow light goes on right when9

they're there.  Which one of them needs more time to get10

through the intersection safely and lawfully, the one on the11

left or the one on the right, the one turning left or the---12

A (interposing)  And we're assuming the one going13

straight through continues at 45 miles an hour and the one on14

the left is going to slow down in order to make the turn?15

Q I would assume that, yes.  Which one of them is going16

to need more---17

A (interposing)  Yellow time.18

Q ---yellow time?19

A The through movement because they are going at a20

faster rate, which means they are approaching a dilemma zone.21

And to clear them past that dilemma zone to get through the22

intersection, they're going to need more time.  23

When you're going slower, you eliminate--there's24

argument about how much elimination, but there's a lot less25
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critical distance for the left turn, and therefore you're1

going slower.  You're already upon your brake.  It takes you2

less time to stop if you need to.3

Q So the vehicle turning left going north on Kildaire4

Farm--and under my hypothetical they're both going 45 miles5

an hour.6

A At that point in time.7

Q At that point.8

A Uh-huh.  But you cannot be going 45 as you hit that9

stop bar to make an average turn of 20 miles an hour through10

the intersection.11

Q Correct, but can you be going 45 294 feet away from12

the intersection?13

A Yes, you can, but at that point if you're slowing down14

to stop, then you should have plenty of distance to stop.15

Q What if you want to go through the intersection?16

A You're still slowing down.17

Q Right, so you need more time?18

A If you're slowing down and it turns yellow, then you19

stop.  You don't speed up and go through the intersection. 20

At 45 miles an hour, you're going to have to slow down to21

make the turn.  And if you're going a slower speed, it takes22

you less time to stop.23

(Plaintiffs Exhibit A was24

marked for identification.)25
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Q Okay.  I show you what's been marked for identifica-1

tion as Plaintiffs Exhibit A, three pages, which is the civil2

engineering curriculum at North Carolina State University for3

July 2010.4

A Okay.5

Q I guess you graduated a while before then.6

A 20 years ago.7

Q Okay.  But if you would just take a look at that, and8

I'm going to just ask you a couple of questions about it.  Is9

that--after you've had a chance to take a look at it, does10

that appear to be sort of a typical curriculum for civil11

engineering?  Take a minute to take a look at it.12

A It has been so long since I was there I cannot13

honestly tell you.14

Q Well, just a couple things:  in your degree, did you15

take physics for engineers and science?16

A Yes, I did.17

Q Did you take mechanics?18

A Yes, I did.19

Q Hydraulics?20

A Yes, I did.21

Q Engineer mechanics--engineering mechanics?22

A I'm not sure exactly what that one is--statics, yes.23

Q Okay.  Applied differential equations?24

A Yes.25
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Q Okay.  Would you say that a basic knowledge of physics1

is basic to sound engineering?2

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the3

question.  You can answer if you can.4

A I can tell you that I got a degree and I learned how5

to learn in school, but I learned a lot about my job doing my6

job.7

Q You need to know a lot more than what you learned in8

school to be a good engineer.  Is that what you're saying?9

A There are things that you learn in school that teach10

you how to learn and apply things but aren't necessarily what11

I use on a day-to-day basis.12

Q What would be your definition of what engineering is?13

A To tell you the truth, I don't have a definition of14

what engineering is.15

Q I'm not looking for a dictionary definition, but a16

more common language definition.17

Ms. Martineau: Well, she just answered your18

question.  If you want to know what are her job responsi-19

bilities, her duties, or what she does, she can tell you, but20

she's answered the question.21

Q Do you--would you agree that engineering, among other22

things, is applying the principles of physics, math,23

chemistry, and other sciences to the real world?24

A There are so many different kinds of engineers.  What25
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you say sounds reasonable, but I don't know that I would have1

defined it particularly that way.2

Q Would what I say apply to traffic engineering, that3

it's the application of principles of physics, mathematics,4

chemistry?5

A Partially, but not in its entirety by any means.6

Q It requires more than that, but at least that,7

physics, math, science?8

A It requires some common sense understanding of those9

applications, yes.10

Q Okay.  2 plus 2 equals 4, and if I said 3 plus 411

equals 8, I would be wrong; is that correct?  By the12

definition---13

A (interposing)  Correct.14

Q ---of 3, 4, and 8, I would be wrong.15

A Correct.16

Q Could an engineer design anything who could not add or17

subtract accurately and multiply and divide?18

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the19

question.  Can you repeat it?  I didn't understand it.20

Mr. Stam: Yeah.21

Q Could an engineer who does not accurately know how to22

add, subtract, multiply, and divide do sound engineering as23

applied to traffic engineering?24

A I feel like you're trying to trap me into something,25
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but I will say that as an engineer you do need some basic1

education to be a traffic engineer.2

Q And would that apply, for example, to the three laws3

of motion that Newton taught?4

A You're talking about laws of motion.  That is not my5

job.  That is not my degree.  That is not my practice.6

Q Okay.  Are you--I'll tell you what I think the three7

laws of motion are and you tell me if you've heard of these8

three things.  If you have, fine.  If you haven't, that's9

fine too.10

A If it's from school---11

Q (interposing)  Yeah.12

A ---I may have heard of it but it's been awhile.13

Q Yeah.  These are so common I bet you've heard of them.14

Have you heard of this law of motion?  An object in uniform15

motion remains in uniform motion unless a force acts on it.16

A Yes.17

Q Otherwise known as the law of inertia.18

A I couldn't tell you the name, but I've heard of it.19

Q And does that apply to the physics of traffic20

engineering?21

A Abstractly, yes.22

Q How about this one?  Force equals mass times23

acceleration.  The acceleration of a body is directly24

proportional to the net force acting on the body and is25
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inversely proportional to the body's mass.1

A Yes.  I've heard of that equation, and that's pure2

physics, yes.3

Q And is that something that would apply to traffic4

engineering because you're talking about force, mass, and5

acceleration?6

A As a very limited, vacuumed world, yes.7

Q Okay.  Here's one that applies to politics too.  For8

every action there is an opposite and equal reaction.  Is9

that something that applies in traffic engineering?10

A They all apply to some extent, but they only take into11

account those particular things.  There are so many other12

things involved in traffic engineering that we as a practice13

don't go back to those physic equations and design based on14

them.15

Q Well, we talked about the turning vehicles.16

A Uh-huh.17

Q So for example, a vehicle is headed down the road at18

45 miles an hour and the driver wants to turn left.  And the19

question is what is the opposite reaction--in other words,20

why are they having to slow down to make that left turn? 21

What is the opposite force acting on the car?22

A See, you're getting into specifics.  I can generally23

tell you the earth's gravity has a play in it.  Friction on24

the road has a play in it.  The braking force of the car has25
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a play in it.  They all have different pieces and parts that1

go into it.2

Q The weather, the grade of the road?3

A There's lots of different things that go into that,4

yes.5

Ms. Martineau: Can we take a quick break?6

Mr. Stam: Sure.7

The Reporter: Off the record. 2:49 p.m.8

(A brief recess was taken.)9

The Reporter: On the record. 2:53 p.m.10

(Plaintiffs Exhibit B was11

marked for identification.)12

By Mr. Stam:13

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as14

Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit B, and ask if you have had a15

chance to look at that.16

A I did.  I looked at this.  It is an equation.17

Q Is it anything that you can explain or discuss to18

elaborate on your answer or not?19

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the20

question.  She's here to answer your questions, but go ahead.21

Q Is it helpful to you--are these equations, 1, 2, 3, 4,22

helpful to you in discussing cars in motion and traffic23

signals and that kind of thing?24

A No, not necessarily.  It's a physics equation, which25
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is just a piece of what I do.1

Q Does it appear to be accurate?2

A That appears to be accurate, yes.3

(Plaintiffs Exhibit C was4

marked for identification.)5

Q Okay.  I show you what's been marked for identifica-6

tion as Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit C.  And Ms. Moon, this7

comes out of a larger---8

A (interposing)  I'm familiar---9

Q ---document.10

A ---with the design manual.11

Q If you're familiar with this, that's good.  Do you use12

this--first of all, what is the source of this exhibit?13

Ms. Martineau: Do you mean what is it?14

Mr. Stam: Yeah.15

Q What is it?16

A Where did it come from?  The North Carolina Signal17

Design Manual, ITS Signal Design Manual.18

Q Okay.  And does it have any legal status as far as you19

know?20

Ms. Martineau: Objection.  She's not an attorney.21

Q I'm just asking as far as you know.22

A As far as I know.  I design with it.  I don't know23

what the legal--the specific legal---24

Q (interposing)  You use it?25
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A I use it.1

Q All over the state of North Carolina?2

A Yes.3

Q And do you know what the date of this--it's got a--it4

appears to have a date in the bottom left corner, but was it5

perhaps---6

A (interposing)  That is---7

Q ---implemented earlier than that?8

A ---probably the revision date.  I know that this--I9

was involved with the yellow and red task force that was done10

by the North Carolina section of ITE with practitioners from11

all across the state, state, private, municipal, that we12

evaluated and reviewed the change and the clearance13

intervals.14

Q And did you bring your file from that task force with15

you?16

A No.  I didn't bring my file from that task force.17

Q Okay.  As part of the task force discussions, do you18

recall any discussion--how many members--I'll back up.  How19

many members of the task force were there, approximately?20

A It's been years ago.  I'm not sure; probably between21

30 and 60, but I'm not sure exactly.22

Q Do you recall at the meetings of the task force or any23

subcommittee that you were on any discussion about whether24

the physics of the formula actually fit the engineering and25
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fit the---1

A (interposing)  Hard core physics, like what you're2

talking about?3

Q Yes.4

A No.  There was not discussion about that that I am5

aware of.6

Q Okay.  If you would look at the equation there at the7

top left called Yellow Change Interval--this is one you do8

use, this equation?9

A Uh-huh.10

Q If you would explain that first equation, yellow11

interval, is that asking how long you should stay at the12

yellow interval?13

A Uh-huh.  Yellow interval equals perception reaction14

time plus the design speed divided by two times the15

acceleration rate plus 64g, which is the grade.  I don't know16

exactly what you want me to---17

Q (interposing)  All right.  64.4g is the grade?18

A g is the grade.  64.4 has to do with--I think it's the19

earth's gravitational pull or something.20

Q All right.  So things would change if you're going21

uphill as opposed to downhill.  Is that what grade means?22

A That's what the little g means, yes.23

Q All right.  All my questions are going to be assuming24

that we're on a level playing field because I think that's25
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what they are in Cary.1

Ms. Martineau: They're at 0 grade?  Is that what you2

mean?3

Mr. Stam: 0 grade, yeah.4

Ms. Martineau: Okay.5

Q Is that what you call no grade, 0 grade, or do you6

call it 1?7

A 0.8

Q 0, that's what I thought.9

A 1 is a positive effect.  Minus 1 is a negative effect. 10

Q So when it says yellow interval, what that means is11

the time to set the yellow interval, like in number of12

seconds?13

A Uh-huh.14

Q Like three seconds, four, five, six?15

A Based on the calculation, yes.16

Q All right.  t, you plug in 1.5 seconds; is that17

correct?18

A Perception reaction time, yes.19

Q What is perception reaction time?20

A How long---21

Q (interposing)  I know you know and I know, but the22

judge needs to know.23

A How long it takes a driver to perceive the change and24

react to it.25
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Q Okay, get your foot from the accelerator to the brake1

pad after deciding perhaps whether to stop.2

A It's---3

Q (interposing)  Or from the brake pad to the4

accelerator---5

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Wait till he--he needs6

to ask you a question.7

The Witness: Okay.8

Q Or getting from the brake pad to the accelerator after9

deciding to go through the intersection.10

Ms. Martineau: If you have a question you can ask11

that question.12

Q Is that correct?  Is that what the perception time is?13

Ms. Martineau: She just told you what it was.  She14

in her own words told you what she thought it was.15

Mr. Stam: Okay, and I elaborated on the16

question.17

Q Is that still what you think it is?  In other words---18

A (interposing)  It is the amount of time that it takes19

for somebody to perceive a change and react.20

Q And is reacting things like moving your foot from the21

accelerator to the brake or from the brake to the22

accelerator?23

A Or even not reacting at all.24

Q Okay.  Design speed, what is the design speed in feet25
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per--we know it's in feet per second.  But what is the design1

speed?2

A Design speed is--in North Carolina it's been agreed3

upon that the design speed is the posted speed limit unless4

you have a speed study done where the speed is documented at5

the 85th percentile to be greater or less than.6

Q Okay.  In Cary at the intersections in question in7

this lawsuit, do any of them use a design speed other than8

the posted speed limit?  In other words, has a speed study9

been done and therefore you use a different design speed than10

the speed limit?11

A As far as I'm aware, none of the ones in this case12

that is true for and none of the ones that I've designed.13

Q Okay.  So in every case we're using the posted speed14

limit as the design speed?15

A Uh-huh.16

Q So looking at my board over here, the posted speed17

limit is 45 miles an hour at Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm18

Road no matter what lane you're in.  So that v would be 4519

miles per hour?20

A And that is what we use for the through movements. 21

For a left turn, everybody generally accepts that you do not22

make a left turn at the posted speed limit.  You are making23

that at a slower speed.  They evaluated that---24

(Interruption by passing train.)25
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Mr. Stam: Let's hold just a second.1

The Reporter: Off the record. 3:01 p.m.2

(A brief recess was taken.)3

The Reporter: On the record. 3:01 p.m.4

By Mr. Stam:5

Q Okay.  I'll restate the question.6

A Okay.7

Q So my question is Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm Road,8

you agree the speed limit is 45 miles per hour?9

A Right.10

Q So v in this equation will be 45 miles per hour; is11

that correct?12

A For the through movement because in practice, traffic13

engineers as a whole agree that left turns are going slower14

than the through movements.  So we have adopted a standard15

practice of 20 miles an hour for a left-turn speed, which can16

be raised or lowered based on engineering judgment, usually17

based on the skew of the intersection or other factors that18

we determine.  So it is based on the speed, posted speed, for19

the through movement.20

Q I'm not sure if my question is when or where.  I'll21

say when, but I may mean where.22

A Uh-huh.23

Q If a driver is turning left, when is the assumption24

made or where, at what point, is the assumption made that the25
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driver is going 20 miles an hour?1

A Crossing the stop bar.2

Q At the stop bar, okay.  I'm going to---3

A (interposing)  I was not part of the subcommittee who4

dealt with this, but my understanding is that is the typical5

speed through a left turn, 20 miles an hour.6

Q It says 20--the footnote says 20 to 30 miles an hour,7

but I understand most people use 20, so that as you actually8

make the turn it's even perhaps slower?9

A No, 20.10

Q 20.  20 through the intersection?11

A There's a range that has been gathered, but 20 is---12

Q (interposing)  Okay.  Now, we talked earlier about how13

much time would be needed for a straight-through vehicle as14

opposed to a left-turning vehicle to proceed through.15

A Right.16

Q I'm not going to go over that again.  Suppose these17

two vehicles are in their--I'm glad cars are not magnetically18

attracted to each other, but suppose these cars decide to19

stop.  The red car is in the left-turning lane.  The blue car20

is in the straight-through lane.21

A Uh-huh.22

Q The yellow light comes on back here at about 294 feet.23

A Okay.24

Q And they decide to stop.  Which vehicle needs more25
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time or distance to stop, the one in the left-turn lane or1

the straight-through lane?2

A If they're both going 45 miles an hour---3

Q (interposing)  Right here (indicating).4

A ---at that point---5

Q (interposing)  45 miles an hour.  They decide--the6

yellow light comes on.  They both see it.  After one and a7

half seconds, they're about right here (indicating), or at8

some point farther.  They decide to stop.  Which of those9

vehicles needs more time to stop, the left-turning vehicle or10

the straight-through vehicle?11

A If they're exactly equal, cars with equal drivers at12

an equal distance, they're going to need equal amounts of13

time to stop.14

Q Okay.  Do you know at this particular intersection how15

much time the straight-through vehicles are given to stop?16

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the17

question.  Are you trying to ask how much--what the yellow18

time is?19

Mr. Stam: Yes.20

Q What is the yellow change interval for straight-21

through motions at Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm Road?22

Ms. Martineau: During what time?  Do you want her to23

look at the---24

A (interposing)  It's on the plan I'm sure.25
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Ms. Martineau: ---on the 1991 plan?1

The Witness: No.  This is Cary Parkway and2

Kildaire.  This is a newer plan.3

Ms. Martineau: Oh, okay.4

By Mr. Stam:5

Q We'll be getting to that plan.  If you want to--6

let's--why don't--do you have that with you?7

A Uh-huh.8

Q If you would look at that one?9

A Kildaire and Cary Parkway?10

Q Uh-huh.11

A This one has two versions.12

Q Yours are so much more legible than mine.13

A I have two different versions at two different dates. 14

I think they maybe have the same--are you talking about a15

specific movement that you want to address?16

Q Yes.  Let's address the straight-through going north,17

as Ms. Lori Millette was, and turning left on Cary Parkway.18

Ms. Martineau: We have two different plans.  Why19

don't we all agree which plan you want her to testify off of?20

Mr. Stam: Well, it may be the same answer for21

both of them.22

A Phase 2, they're slightly different in the red time.23

They both have 4.5 seconds in yellow time.24

Q For the left-turning vehicle?25
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A For the three---1

Q (interposing)  Oh, for three movements?2

A For the three movements.3

Q All right, 4 point what?4

A 4.5.5

Q All right.  So 4.5 is allowed for the yellow change6

interval for this vehicle right here (indicating)?7

A Uh-huh.8

Q Okay.  For the left-turning vehicle, it's---9

A (interposing)  Three seconds.10

Q And is this true on both sets of plans?11

A Yes, it is.12

Q All right.  So this vehicle (indicating) and this13

vehicle (indicating), if they decide to stop, one has 4.514

seconds and the other has three seconds?15

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the16

question.  That's not what she testified to.  You're asking17

her---18

A (interposing)  That is not correct, and that is not19

how the formula is---20

Q (interposing)  Okay.  Explain it to me.21

A How much time they have to stop is totally different22

than the yellow time as what we're calculating.  So you're23

implying that the yellow time is an equation about how long24

it takes them to stop and that is not true.25
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Q Okay.  What is it?1

A It is the point that if you reach a critical point and2

you go through the intersection, the distance from that3

point, where you've decided to go through, to the stop bar is4

a certain distance.  How long does it take you to travel that5

speed to get through the intersection legally?  So it's not6

about stopping.  It's about going.7

Q It's about going?8

A Right.  And so both of those people stopping, it may9

take them ten seconds to stop.  I don't know.  But that is10

not what the intent of yellow is or what we're trying to do11

with the yellow, because they're at a point where they've12

decided to stop, and so the yellow time isn't really critical13

to them because they're stopping and they're not going to be14

in opposing traffic.  So the stopping time at this point does15

not equal the yellow time that you're implying.16

Q Okay.  Now, I think you said that for the going time17

for the left-turning vehicle, you're assuming what's not in18

the equation, but that you're assuming that that vehicle is19

going 20 to 30 miles an hour.  I think you said 20 miles an20

hour.21

A 20 miles an hour is the assumed v for left turns.22

Q At what point is that on this road?23

A At some point between 45 and the turn.  There is not a24

way to specifically calculate where exactly and what speed25
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exactly a left turn will be going.1

Q Okay.  I think you said it was at the stop bar.2

Ms. Martineau: That's where they measured it.  She3

said that's where the task force measured the speed of 4

left-turning vehicles.5

Mr. Stam: Okay.6

Q So 20 miles an hour is the v in the equation for left-7

turning vehicles?8

A Uh-huh.9

Q And it's measured---10

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  You have to say yes or11

no.12

A Yes.  Sorry.13

Q I understood you.  And it's measured at the stop bar,14

which is right before the intersection?15

A That is where the task force measured it.16

Q Do you measure it somewhere differently, somewhere17

else?18

A I don't measure it.  The task force agreed upon that19

that was appropriate for the formula.  I think the basic20

difference between you and I is you want the math to be21

everything in this equation, and as a traffic engineer, I22

know that it's not all about the math.  It's about human 23

characteristics and human behaviors and various human factors24

that cannot be captured with math.25
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Q I understand.  I'm going to ask now about the red1

change interval.2

A Okay.3

Q But if you could keep these out as well (indicating),4

I would appreciate it.5

Mr. Stam: If you don't have any objection, at6

some point we'll mark these as exhibits because they're much7

more legible than mine.8

Ms. Martineau: Yeah.  What I would prefer is--if you9

want to mark them as an exhibit you can.  We can make a good10

copy of them and give them to the court reporter, but these11

are her file materials.12

Mr. Stam: Got it, got it.  That would be fine.13

Ms. Martineau: Okay.14

By Mr. Stam:15

Q If you would look at the red clearance interval on16

Exhibit C?17

A Okay.18

Q Okay.  Would you explain that somewhat simpler19

equation?20

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the21

question. Do you want her to read what the equation is?22

Mr. Stam:  I would like her to explain the---23

A (interposing)  Which equation?24

Mr. Stam: ---equation for red interval equals w25
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divided by v.1

A Width divided by velocity.  You take the width of the2

intersection, divide it by the velocity to get the amount of3

time that it takes to clear an intersection.4

Q All right.  Is that talking then about the time from5

here to here (indicating)?6

A Yes.7

Q From the time when they enter the intersection---8

A (interposing)  Uh-huh, from the stop bar to---9

Q (interposing)  From the stop bar---10

A ---any opposing traffic.11

Q ---to there (indicating)?  Do you happen to know if12

that's when the front of the car exits or the back of the13

car?14

A It's actually--different states do it different ways,15

and I would have to go back and look at ours.  I think ours16

is from the front of the car to the front of the car, not17

front of the car to the back of the car.18

Q Okay.  So that v design speed in this example, Cary19

Parkway and Kildaire Farm, would that be the 45 miles an hour20

or would that be the 20 miles an hour?21

A v is set for the left turn at 20 miles an hour for22

both yellow and red.23

Q Okay.  Do you know looking at the notes on the right-24

hand side whether that 20 mile per hour is an assumed speed25
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at the stop bar or is it an average of something else?1

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the2

question; asked and answered.  You can go ahead if you3

understand it.4

A  This documentation says for most left turns, assume a5

speed of 20 miles an hour.6

Q And that's at the stop bar?7

Ms. Martineau: No.  It's---8

A (interposing)  No.  Assume that speed for the equation9

for both, which was determined in the task force in a10

subcommittee than I was on.  I do not know all the details of11

that.12

Q All right.  You've answered that.  Okay.  Would you13

look at the note that begins "For left turns without a14

separate phase"?  Do you see that down there?  It's a little15

farther down, the fifth note.16

A Yes.17

Q Okay.  What does without a separate phase mean?18

A That means if you do not ever have a left turn arrow.19

Q Okay.  It says--in those circumstances, which I guess20

is not this case; is that correct?21

A No, not at all.  It's a---22

Q (interposing)  But there is a left turn arrow here23

(indicating)?24

A Uh-huh.25
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Q Okay.  But if there wasn't an arrow here, it says,1

"calculate yellow and red times for both the through movement2

and the left turn movement.  Use the highest yellow and3

enough red to equal the highest total time."4

A Uh-huh.5

Q Okay.  So assume for a moment that there was no yellow6

left turn light, not a separate---7

A (interposing)  A green arrow?8

Q Yeah, not a separate--yeah.9

A There's no arrow.10

Q Okay, just red and yellow--I mean red, yellow, and11

green.12

A Just a standard two phase.13

Q A standard two phase, okay.  In that case, would that14

mean that instead of using three seconds for the left turn,15

you would use the 4.5?16

A Yes.17

Q Okay.18

A Because there is no way to separate out.  So you take19

the calculated--the highest, which would be the safest, and20

they both should be able to stop under that.21

Q Okay.  The next note, a very lengthy note, that begins22

"Where existing times are higher," if you would look at--23

three, four, five, six--the sixth line, fifth and sixth line,24

it says, "consider adding a note to the plan to direct field25
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forces to reduce the time incrementally."1

A Yes.2

Ms. Martineau: Go ahead and read the whole3

paragraph.4

Q Yeah.  You take the time to read it all, but I'm going5

to ask you about the fifth and sixth line.6

(Witness peruses document.)7

A Okay.8

Q Ms. Moon, I believe that there will be testimony in9

this case that at this intersection Cary went from four10

seconds to three seconds overnight rather than doing it11

incrementally.12

A And that's allowed.13

Q It is allowed?14

A Yeah.15

Q Okay.  Why would this note say to do it--reduce it16

incrementally?17

A Because there are times when it could be more18

significant that the engineer in question would not be19

comfortable reducing it directly overnight, but it is an20

engineering call based on the situation that you're looking21

at.22

Q And when would be a situation where you would not want23

to do it incrementally, you'd do it all of a sudden?24

A The majority of the time whenever you're changing25
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something at an intersection and people know that there's1

construction work going on, they have expectations that2

things are different, and in that situation there's no reason3

to do it incrementally.  And most of the time if you're doing4

it incrementally, most people can't tell two tenths of a5

second difference.6

Q So the time to do it suddenly would be an unusual7

circumstance, like construction?  You need to get it done8

quickly?9

Ms. Martineau: Objection; asked and answered.10

Q But how about--- 11

A (interposing)  That's not what I said.12

Q All right.  When would--why would in this case---13

A (interposing)  I don't know what "this case" is, first14

of all.15

Q Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm Road going from four16

seconds to three seconds overnight.17

Ms. Martineau: Well, she doesn't know that to be18

true.19

Q If that turns out to be a true fact, can you think of20

a reason why Cary would have done it overnight rather than---21

A (interposing)  Because they would have had plenty of22

time to stop, and four to three would not have been23

excessive, so there was no reason.  There is not a safety24

issue not to drop it suddenly.25
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(Plaintiffs Exhibit D was1

marked for identification.)2

Q Okay.  I show you what's been marked for3

identification as Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit D.4

A Uh-huh, another formula.5

Q Yeah.  Have you had a chance to look at that?6

A Yes.  I've looked over it.7

Q Are these equations or formulas something---8

A (interposing)  They seem to be---9

Q ---that appear to be accurate?10

A ---appropriate or accurate for what they are, yes.11

(Plaintiffs Exhibit E was12

marked for identification.)13

Q Okay.  I show you what's been marked for identifica-14

tion as Plaintiffs Exhibit E.  I don't think you've seen15

that, so you may want to take a little more time to look at16

that one and see if that's--it appears to be an equation of17

how one figures out that the critical distance is 294 feet18

long---19

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Well, if you're---20

Q ---if you're traveling---21

Mr. Stam: If I could finish the question?22

Ms. Martineau: Go ahead.23

Q It appears to be an equation how to calculate that the24

critical distance is 294 feet long if the speed limit is 4525
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miles an hour and there's no grade.  Does that look to you--1

and take a minute or two or as long as you need to see if2

that's the correct way to calculate the critical distance.3

A I'm not---4

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  Objection.  Excuse me. 5

Objection.6

The Witness: Sorry.7

Ms. Martineau: Leading; asking questions of things8

that are not in evidence.  You can answer if you can.9

By Mr. Stam:10

Q And really, since you didn't have this ahead of time,11

please feel free to take a---12

A (interposing)  My answer would be I don't--I have not13

researched it, do not know the formula to compute critical14

distance as you've shown it here.  At this point I'm not on15

the fly going to say that it's right or wrong.16

Q Okay.  Equation 1 appears to be derived from a17

variation of what's used on Exhibit C.18

Ms. Martineau: Again objection.  Counsel is19

testifying.20

Q Is that correct?21

Ms. Martineau: Objection; leading.  You can answer22

if you can.23

A I do not know how those two relate to each other24

specifically.  They have the same values, some of the same25
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letters, but that doesn't mean that they mean the same thing.1

Q Do you have another equation that you use to determine2

the critical distance at intersections for which you design3

traffic signals?4

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the5

question.  Do you calculate critical distances?6

The Witness: I do not calculate critical7

distances.8

Q Ever?9

A Not unless it's embedded in the yellow change interval10

and the intent of the yellow change interval, but no, I don't11

calculate critical distances.12

(Plaintiffs Exhibit F was13

marked for identification.)14

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as15

Plaintiffs Deposition Exhibit F and ask if this is a document16

that you have seen or used before.17

A Uh-huh.  I have it in my stack.  This is from the task18

force that I was involved with.19

Q It appears to be--I can't testify, but it appears to20

be from the ITE Journal for January of 2008.21

A Uh-huh.  This--I can specifically say this was a22

summary of the task force.23

Q And first of all, I would like to apologize.  The24

handwritten scribbling on page 1 is from me.25
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A Okay.1

Q That word "yellow" and that "all red" is from me, so I2

apologize for adding that.  But is it correct that the first3

term of the equation is the yellow and the second one that4

says "all red" is the all red?5

A From the ITE formula of the most--what this says.  A6

recent study done by the most common method in use today and7

termed ITE formula, yellow plus red is--yes.8

Q Okay.  So y is yellow change interval in seconds?9

A Yes.10

Q Plus red clearance in seconds?11

A Right.12

Q Equals--and I'm not going to read it, but the equation13

there.14

A Right.15

Q Okay.  If you would turn to the next page?16

(Witness complies.)17

Q At the bottom of the first column and the top of the18

second column, if you would just read the sentence that's19

italicized?20

A "Calculation of the yellow change and all-red21

clearance intervals should not vary based on the presence or22

absence of enforcement devices."23

Q Such as cameras?24

A Correct.25
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Q Okay.  And why is that true, that when you calculate1

it, you should not be thinking will there be a camera or not?2

A We use the same calculations to determine yellow and3

red, as shown here (indicating)---4

Q (interposing)  Exhibit C.5

A ---throughout the state.  We want drivers to have an6

expectation that in a certain condition they're going to7

receive a certain yellow or red time.  So we follow this to8

have consistency for yellow and red times across the state,9

and that has nothing to do with whether there's a camera10

there or not.11

Q Agreed.  What is the purpose of the all-red clearance12

interval?13

A To clear a car through the intersection prior to the14

side street--well, opposing traffic.15

Q To avoid crashes?16

A Yes.17

Ms. Glover: Can we just take a break real quick?18

Mr. Stam: Sure.19

Ms. Glover: We've got somebody who needs to get20

something from this room.21

Mr. Stam: Sure.22

Ms. Martineau: Sure.23

The Reporter: Off the record. 3:25 p.m.24

(A brief recess was taken.)25
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The Reporter: On the record. 3:26 p.m.1

By Mr. Stam:2

Q At another point I'm going to come back to that3

question, so if you would just hold that question in your4

mind.5

A Sure.6

Q In the middle of the second column on page 21, the7

italicized statement at the beginning of that paragraph,8

would you read that for the record, that begins "Separate9

practices"?10

A "Separate practices should not exist for different11

regions of the state, unique vehicle streams (such as a high12

percentage of heavy vehicles), or left-turning vehicles13

versus through vehicles."14

Q Now, are you saying at Kildaire Farm Road and Cary15

Parkway that it is not a separate practice to give through16

vehicles 4.5 seconds and left-turning vehicles three seconds17

of a yellow change interval, yellow light change interval?18

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the19

question.  This is not her words.  This the task force's20

words, but go ahead and answer.21

A The task force is all on the same page, and we all22

know that you calculate throughs with one and lefts with23

another.  And we're using one consistent formula with a net24

parameter to calculate them.25
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Q Where does it say that on Exhibit C?1

A I don't know that it says it, but as a practicing2

traffic engineer, you know that.  It's part of the3

engineering practice.  Do you have things in your profession4

that you do that's based on standard practice that aren't5

written down somewhere?6

Q Yes.7

A Okay.  So do I.8

Q Okay.  So what you're telling me is that the9

assumption that the speed will be 20 miles an hour at the10

stop bar and that that---11

A (interposing)  The assumed speed for a left turn is 2012

miles an hour for the whole equation.13

Q At the stop bar.14

A You keep adding the stop bar because you asked me15

where it came from.16

Ms. Martineau: I'm just directing the witness'17

attention to later on in that document.18

Mr. Stam: Okay.19

A This is more information in this document about left-20

turn speeds and how it's calculated.21

Q Okay.  Go ahead.  Direct to me that.22

A The next page.23

Q Page 22?24

A Page 22, first column.25
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Q Okay.  Which part of that, the first full paragraph?1

A If you look at the first full paragraph, it talks2

about the history of the 20 and the 30 and the fact the task3

force basically came back to that 20 miles an hour was a4

reasonable speed to use for the left-turn calculations.5

Q I understand that, but the question is where?  At what6

point---7

A (interposing)  We don't say where.  It's not a where8

question.9

Q Or when?  I think you've told me that it's at the stop10

bar.11

A I told you that I was told that some of the12

calculations for the average speeds were taken at the stop13

bar, but that is not--you're moving that into all these other14

i.e. and it's not.15

Q Okay.16

A The task force agreed that 20 miles an hour was the17

appropriate speed to use for calculating a left turn.  That18

includes the yellow and the red, and it's not based on a19

point in time.20

(Plaintiffs Exhibit G was21

marked for identification.)22

Q I show you what's been marked as Plaintiffs Deposition23

Exhibit G.24

A Okay.25
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Q Ms. Moon, I've tried to--are you familiar with this1

publication?2

A Yes, I am.3

Q I tried to find everything in that manual that I4

thought was relevant, but I only found two pages, page 4895

and page 512.  Do you know if there's any part of that manual6

that you think I should know about that relates to yellow7

light timing other than those two pages?8

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the9

question.  She's here to answer your questions.  I mean it's10

a book.  It's enormous.11

Q My question was do you know of any page in there other12

than 489 or 512 that I should look at?13

Ms. Martineau: Same objection.  You can go ahead and14

answer.15

A I have flagged page 485.  It talks about the intent of16

the yellow and the red and the calculation of them.17

Q Could I see that for just a second?18

(Document handed to counsel.)19

A In the middle of the page.20

Q Okay.  4D.26?21

A Uh-huh, which is the last half of what you have here22

but it's not the entire section.23

(Mr. Stam peruses document.)24

Q Okay.  On those pages, 485 through 488, do you see25
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anything that is actually different to determine by1

engineering practices, somewhere between three and six2

seconds in determining the timing?3

A I don't know what you're asking me.4

Q Is there anything on pages 485 through 488 that says5

anything other than the yellow change interval has to be6

between three seconds and six seconds, or the duration of the7

steady yellow change interval shall be determined using8

engineering practices or engineering judgment?9

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the10

question.  The contents of the pages will show what is on the11

pages.12

A There's a whole lot more said than that.  There are13

more sentences.14

Q There are more sentences, but is there any more15

content than that as to how long to set the yellow light16

interval?17

Ms. Martineau: If you want, we can make a copy of18

that.19

Mr. Stam: Can we make a copy of those pages and20

make it part of this exhibit?21

Ms. Martineau: Sure.  Can we do it at the end of the22

deposition?23

Mr. Stam: Yeah, sure.24

Ms. Martineau: What pages are we going to copy?25
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Mr. Stam: 485 to 488.1

Ms. Martineau: Okay.2

The Witness: I don't know if you need 486.3

Ms. Martineau: We'll just go ahead and copy it.4

Mr. Stam: That's Exhibit G, I believe.  Thank5

you.  That will save us some time.6

(Plaintiffs Exhibit H was7

marked for identification.)8

By Mr. Stam:9

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as10

Plaintiffs Exhibit H.11

A Okay.12

Q Do you know what this is?  Have you seen this document13

before?14

A I maybe have glanced at it, but it's not something15

that I've studied.16

Q Typically are traffic lights and signal plans design-17

build?18

A No.19

Q They're not?20

A No.21

Q All right.  I'll just set this aside, but you are22

familiar with it.  It's a---23

Ms. Martineau: (interposing)  I think she said she's24

seen it before but she doesn't use it.25
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A I've seen it and I may eventually use it, but design-1

build projects are not something that I have a whole lot of2

experience with at this time.3

(Plaintiffs Exhibit I was4

marked for identification.)5

Q I show you what's been marked for identification as6

Plaintiffs Exhibit I, which is the same as number 6 to the7

George deposition.  See if that's a document that you have8

seen or used.9

(Witness peruses document.)10

A I have.11

Q And what is it?12

A Traffic Engineering Handbook, 6th Edition.13

Ms. Martineau: Excerpts from it.14

Q Excerpts.15

A Pieces, yes, excerpts from it.16

Q And who publishes this?17

A ITE, Institute of Transportation Engineers.18

Q All right.  Is that one you happened to bring along19

with you?20

A No.  This is something that I refer to occasionally,21

but it's not one that I am intimately familiar with.22

Q I'll not ask any questions on it, then.23

(Plaintiffs Exhibit J was24

marked for identification.)25
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Q I show you what's been marked for identification as1

Plaintiffs Exhibit J.  I believe these were attached to an2

affidavit by Mr. Ceccarelli where he graphed over time the3

number of citations at some intersections based on records of4

the Town of Cary.  Have you ever seen this exhibit?5

(Witness peruses document.)6

A Not that I recall.  If I did, it was just to glance at7

it.8

Q Have you had any opportunity or have you examined the9

statistics for the number of citations over time at some of10

the intersections at issue in this case?11

A No, I haven't.12

Q Okay.  Let me just look at a couple of them and see if13

you have any comment there.  The first one--and all these,14

like I said, came from Mr. Ceccarelli.  So if he's graphed15

them wrong, then time will tell, I guess.  16

But at a certain point, the four second yellow change17

interval at Convention Center Drive and Cary Town Boulevard18

was lengthened from 4 seconds to 4.5 seconds straight19

through.20

A Okay.21

Ms. Martineau: Is that your representation to her,22

because I don't know if she knows.23

Mr. Stam: Yeah.  That's what I'm saying. 24

That's what it purports to be.25
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Ms. Martineau: Okay.1

By Mr. Stam:2

Q And we know from other depositions that that's because3

Cary--the signal plan had been assuming a 35 mile per hour4

speed limit, but actually it was 45.  So they realized it was5

45 and went, "Whoop, we've got to change this."6

Ms. Martineau: Objection.7

Q They didn't say whoop, but they submitted an8

engineering plan to DOT and said, "Look, we've got to change9

this," so it changed.10

Ms. Martineau: Objection.  Move to strike.  Go11

ahead.12

Q It appears from this that the average monthly number13

of citations went down about 80 or 90 percent after that14

change was made of a half a second.  If that's the case, you15

as a traffic engineer, what is your opinion about that16

effect?17

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the18

question.  Answer if you have an opinion.19

A My opinion is that I do not know enough of the20

situation to tell you what caused this, if that was the only21

change, if there were other changes.  I don't know the full22

situation to be able to answer accurately.23

Q Assuming there were no other changes, hypothetically,24

for a moment---25
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A (interposing)  I--you want me to answer this on a1

hypothetical?2

Q No.  Let me ask this question here.  Assuming that3

after correcting the problem, you're having about 20 to 404

violations a month, and that may be people dangerously5

running a red light.6

A Okay.  First of all, you're saying assuming they7

corrected something.  I don't know enough about the situation8

to know what existed, if there was a problem, if something9

was corrected, or if something was modified or changed.  I10

don't want to get into hypotheticals in this situation when11

I'm not fully aware of the situation and what happened.12

Ms. Martineau: Then I guess she's saying she has no13

opinion.  So if you have folks that have opinions---14

Mr. Stam: (interposing)  Yeah.15

Q Is it possible that a traffic engineer other than16

yourself--this wasn't you---17

A (interposing)  Right.18

Q ---can make a mistake in setting the yellow light19

change interval?20

A I have looked at the plan of record and it looked to21

be done appropriate at the time for the plan of record and22

how it was set.  So I do not want to call--and I'm ethically23

not allowed to call anybody else in my profession as sloppy24

or poor engineering.25
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Q All right.  Which plan was that?  Was that the plan1

before or after March of 2010?2

A It was 1991.3

Q It was 1991?4

A Uh-huh.5

Q Okay.  Do you recall what the assumed design speed6

was?7

A It was 35 miles an hour.8

Q So---9

A (interposing)  And I cannot tell you what happened10

between 1991 and now, and I don't know the situation to be11

able to tell you ifs, ands, buts, mistakes.  I don't know.12

Q Okay.  But if in fact the posted speed limit was 4513

miles per hour, is it not true that the design speed, the v14

in the equation, would be higher and therefore the yellow15

light change interval would be longer?16

Ms. Martineau: At what time are you asking that17

question?18

A I assume--and this is an assumption--that when the19

signal plan was done--it was posted at 35--they would have20

done a field review and calculated based on the posted speed. 21

My assumption would be at some point after that it's possible22

that the speed limit changed, but I don't know the situation. 23

All I know is my plan of record that I see is 35 miles an24

hour.25
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Q So the 1991 plan of record is appropriate for that1

intersection?2

A It appears to be appropriate for the intersection for3

everything I know about the situation, yes.4

Q Okay.  Thank you.  If you would look at the second5

page of that exhibit?6

(Witness complies.)7

A Uh-huh.8

Q This purports to be at Kildaire Farm Road and Cary9

Parkway, and it appears purports to graph what happened when10

there was a change from 4.0 seconds to 3.0 seconds.11

(Witness peruses document.)12

A Okay.  This says, "4.0 second Left Turn Yellow (should13

be 4.5 seconds).14

Q Well, the "should be 4.5 seconds" is the opinion of15

Brian Ceccarelli.16

A Okay.17

Q So let's just leave that parenthetical on the ground,18

okay? 19

A Got it.20

Q But what the graph purports to show is that when the21

change was made from four seconds to three seconds, that the22

number of violations went up drastically.23

A Just like at the beginning, I don't know why they24

changed the time.  I don't know if it's the only change that25
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they made.  I do not know enough about this situation1

particularly to say why there's necessarily an increase.2

Q But here's my question.3

A Okay.4

Q Here's my question.  Let's take, for example, the5

April '10---6

A (interposing)  April '10, the highest point.7

Q The highest point, 450 violators.8

A Uh-huh.9

Q You had had between 50 and 100 before then, average.10

Ms. Martineau: According to this document.11

Q According to this document, if it accurately graphs12

the facts.13

A Okay.14

Q It came from Cary data.  Were these additional 350 to15

400 people a month acting in a dangerous way by proceeding16

through that intersection and getting tagged with a citation17

at three seconds when if they had been there at four seconds18

they wouldn't have been caught?19

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form of the20

question.  Objection to the assumption, but go ahead and21

answer the question.22

A This is purely my opinion and it doesn't regard this23

directly.  But in trying to understand or get you to24

understand my point of view when it comes to yellow and red25
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times, part of the reason we did the task force is because1

the longer the yellow light is, people instead of making the2

decision to stop or go, go, "Oh, it's long enough.  I can3

make it."  And you end up with more aggressive drivers and4

people not respecting the yellow.  It is longer.5

The point of the yellow and reducing the yellow in6

terms of left turns was to encourage drivers to stop when7

they could possibly stop.  I don't think dangerous is the8

correct word that I would use, to say that they're being9

dangerous.  10

The point of the tickets was to try to modify that11

behavior to respect the light, but yellow does mean if you12

can stop, please stop.  But I think they were used to not13

being have--being able to--they did not have do that at this14

point before we changed the formula.15

Q Were you the traffic engineer on that particular16

change?17

A I know that I have sealed plans, but I don't know18

about this particular change.  I know my name is on one of19

these.20

Q Do you know which one it's on, because then I think21

I'll ask you about that one.22

A I think it's High House and Cary Parkway.23

Q Okay.  I don't have that one here.  Let me ask this24

question.  On the second page, because I'm going to ask it25
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again on another one, do---1

A (interposing)  I don't know what else was changed at2

this time.  I don't know if they changed from a protected3

left to a protected permissive left or a protected permissive4

left to a protected left or a flashing yellow arrow.  I do5

not know what other changes were in account when any of these6

changes happened.7

Q Or perhaps they added a second to the all-red8

clearance?9

A They could have done--yes, it's one of those things.10

This is a snapshot of one specific thing that you're11

attributing to this reduction, but I can't say it's12

necessarily just due to this reduction.  It could have other13

factors.14

Q Well, if they reduced the yellow change interval by a15

second and added a second to the red clearance interval, then16

for safety purposes, there's the same amount of---17

A (interposing)  Exactly.18

Q ---protected time?19

A Uh-huh.20

Q But the difference is that 350 to 400 extra people a21

month are paying a $50 citation.  There's no change in22

safety.23

A Because they're breaking the law, and the law says24

you're supposed to be in the intersection before the yellow.25
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Q Okay.  Let me ask you about that.  They're breaking1

the law?2

A I'm not saying why, how, or---3

Q (interposing)  I understand.  I understand.  It's4

strict liability.  It doesn't matter why you're breaking it. 5

If you're breaking it, you break it.  But if you had done6

this, or if the traffic engineer who did this, did anybody7

calculate that in 3.0 seconds from the time the yellow light8

went on that a person actually did have the distance to stop?9

A You talk about distance to stop again and we're not10

talking about distance to stop.  The formula, as we use it,11

is to take the critical distance and then divide it by the12

speed to see how much time it takes to go through the13

intersection when you're at those points.14

Q Would you look at the fourth page of this document?15

A Uh-huh.16

Q And this is Walnut Street and Meeting Street.  Is that17

one that you happen to have a plan for?18

A I do have a plan for it.19

Q If you could pull that out?20

(Witness complies.)21

Q I'm so glad you brought those.22

A I know what size they have to be to read them.23

Ms. Martineau: If you could, Ms. Moon, would you24

identify the date of the plan and the number of the plan?25
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The Witness: Yes.  This is Signal Inventory Number1

05-1558, which is how the state would identify the plan, and2

it's signed and sealed by Hemang Surti on 10/26/09.3

By Mr. Stam:4

Q Okay.  And is this for Walnut Street turning left into5

Meeting Street?6

A This is for the entire signal of Walnut Street at7

Meeting Street that includes that movement.8

Q Okay.  So if you would look at that movement of left9

turn?10

A Uh-huh.11

Q How much time is the yellow change interval there?12

A 3.2 seconds.13

Q Okay.  And is there an all-red the other way?14

A 3.--well, the all---15

Q (interposing)  After that, an all-red clearance after16

that.17

A 3.3 seconds.18

Q Okay.  3.2 plus 3.3 gives a total of 5.5 seconds.19

A 6.5.20

Q 6.5 seconds, which is actually protected?21

A Uh-huh.22

Q Okay.  Do you have a more recent plan for that inter-23

section?24

A Not that I am aware of.25
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Q I see a drastic reduction in March of 2010.1

A Let me review the plans that I have.2

Ms. Glover: We had a lot of construction and3

those signals were not working at all at that point in time.4

Mr. Stam: They may have been turned off there. 5

Okay.  I'll withdraw that question, and thank you for the6

actual answer.7

By Mr. Stam:8

Q That's dated in the early part of '09 did you say?9

A This was the construction drawings.  I believe this10

was part of the construction that we signed and sealed plans11

to go into a bid package that then eventually gets built.  I12

don't know exactly when it was installed.13

Q Okay.  So is there anything on there that would tell14

you what changed from the previous signal plan?  In other15

words, was there a longer time given previous to this?16

A I don't know what the previous plan looked like, but I17

know that I did--I sealed a version of this earlier, and they18

had additional through lanes, one at the intersection. 19

There's lots of changes that happened at this intersection20

between the--more than likely between the two plans.21

Q Okay.  Thank you.  Just for the record, I'd like to22

introduce your résumé and mark it as Exhibit K.23

(Plaintiffs Exhibit K was24

marked for identification.)25
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Q Is Exhibit K an accurate résumé for you?  This is the1

one time you're allowed to brag.2

A I wrote it, so yeah.3

Q Okay.  Have you ever seen reference to or have you4

ever read The Problem of the Amber Signal Light in Traffic5

Flow by Denos Gazis?6

A Denos Gazis?7

Q It's cited in there, but---8

A I went back to it a little, but you're talking physics9

and pure math, which is not my forte.10

Q I'll just show it to you.  Is that something you've11

ever read or looked at?12

(Witness peruses document.)13

A I think based on the reference, I looked at it,14

glanced at it, but I don't think I've actually read it and15

reviewed it and all that stuff.16

Q 1959.  We were children then; right?17

A I wasn't even a glimmer.18

Q That's before you were born?19

A I wasn't even a glimmer.20

Q Well, congratulations.21

Mr. Stam: I'm close to the end.  Could I22

consult with my client for just a few minutes?23

Ms. Martineau: Sure.24

The Reporter: Off the record. 3:57 p.m.25
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(A brief recess was taken.)1

The Reporter: On the record. 4:14 p.m.2

Mr. Stam: All right.  Can we agree that Exhibit3

L will be the witness's signal plans that she brought with4

her, and that they will be copied after this deposition and5

will bear Exhibit L?6

Ms. Martineau: Yes.7

Mr. Stam: All right.  8

By Mr. Stam:9

Q I have two more questions if our minds can meet on10

these two questions.11

A Okay.12

Q I think, Ms. Moon, that your testimony is that the13

yellow change interval is all about the time to proceed and14

not about the distance to stop.  If that's true, if you made15

the yellow change interval for the left lane to be two16

seconds, would that give the driver enough distance to stop?17

Ms. Martineau: Objection to the form.  It doesn't18

matter what you think.  If you understand his question and19

agree with its premise, you can answer it.20

The Witness: I don't understand his question21

enough to answer because he's mixing time and distance in the22

question to the point that I'm not getting it.23

Mr. Stam: Okay.  I'll try it one more time.24

By Mr. Stam:25
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Q If you designed a yellow change interval for a left1

lane turning left on Cary Parkway and Kildaire Farm Road and2

used two seconds as the yellow change interval, would that3

give the driver of a car in that left lane enough distance to4

stop?5

A I don't know.  I'm not prepared to do that calculation6

here and now.7

Q Second question:  if the yellow light is a warning to8

the driver, what is the content of that warning?  In other9

words, what does the yellow light tell the driver to do?10

A It does not tell him to do anything.  It warns that11

there is a change in the right of way sign.12

Mr. Stam: No further questions.13

Ms. Martineau: Thank you.  I have no questions.14

(The deposition was closed at 4:17 p.m.)15

(Plaintiffs Exhibit L was16

marked for identification after17

the close of the deposition.)18
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

COUNTY OF WAKE

C E R T I F I C A T E

I, Alexandra Hatcher, Notary Public-Reporter, do

hereby certify that Lisa Moon, P.E. was duly sworn or

affirmed by me prior to the taking of the foregoing

deposition, that said deposition was taken by me and

transcribed by me, and that the foregoing pages 5 through 69

constitute a true and correct transcript of the testimony of

the witness to the best of my ability, and that the witness

reserved the right to review her testimony.

I do further certify that I am not counsel for or

in the employment of either of the parties to this action,

nor am I interested in the results of this action.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

this 26th day of October, 2012.

                               
 

Alexandra Hatcher, CVR
Notary No. 19931480077

           /s/ Alexandra Hatcher
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S I G N A T U R E

I have read the foregoing pages 5 through 69,
which contain a correct transcript of the answers made by me
to the questions herein recorded.  My signature is subject to
corrections on the attached errata sheet, if any.

                                          
(Signature of Lisa Moon, P.E.)

State of                       
County of                      

I certify that the following person personally appeared
before me this day and I have personal knowledge of the iden-
tity of the principal or have seen satisfactory evidence of
the principal's identity in the form of a________________ or
a credible witness has sworn to the identity of the
principal, acknowledging to me that he or she voluntarily
signed the foregoing document for the purpose stated herein
and in the capacity indicated:______________________________.

        (Name of Principal)

Date__________________ _______________________________
(Official signature of Notary)

(Official Seal) ___________________, Notary Public
(Notary's printed or typed name)

My commission expires_________.

************************************

I, Alexandra Hatcher, the officer before whom the
foregoing deposition was taken on October 9, 2012, certify
that the foregoing transcript was delivered to the witness
either directly or through the witness' attorney or through
the attorney retaining the witness on _______ and that as of
this date I have not received the executed signature page.

Therefore, more than 30 days having elapsed since
receipt of the transcript by the witness, the sealed original
transcript was filed with attorney for Plaintiffs on ______
by means of US Priority Mail, in accordance with Rule 30(e)
of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure.

__________________ ________________________
Date Alexandra Hatcher, CVR
              Court Reporter
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